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ONE LOCATION,

NINE UNIQUE WORLDS

get closer

to nature

in the azores

“ “

FIVE CENTURIES OF HISTORY

AND THE ART OF GOOD LIVING
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VIBRANT COLOURS,

VIBRANT LIFESTYLES

HOLIDAY IN A TRADITIONAL,

UNSPOILT SETTING
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santa maria
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On Santa Maria, steep terraced vineyards

climb the hills, and slender white

chimneys adorn the traditional homes

of Portuguese settlers. The island's

historic villages of Vila do Porto and

Anjos witnessed the arrival of Columbus

on his first voyage to America, and still

possess a charming unspoilt character

to this day.

Santa Maria's coastline has a wealth

of inlets giving it the most beautiful

OUTSTANDING BEACHES

AND LANDSCAPES

beaches in the Azores, and the island

also gets the most hours of sunshine.

Thrilling waves provide an exciting

challenge to surfers, while deep-sea

fishing, sailing, diving and paragliding

attract those who enjoy

adrenaline-fuelled holidays.

If you prefer a laid back break, you'll

love the relaxing landscapes, lush green

hills and barren plains, and the

unhurried lifestyle of the local people.

You can enjoy pleasant walks amongst

ancient forests, and admire

the shell-shaped geology

of the staggered incline of Baía de São

Lourenço. Whilst exploring, you'll find

that Vila do Porto, Santo Espírito, Anjos

and São Pedro are key stops in a tour

of the island's historic churches,

convents and fortresses.

During your stay on Santa Maria,

you'll also have ample time to savour

the local cuisine, including fresh fish,

traditional recipes and puddings.

There's a healthy level of traditional craft

still practiced on the island too.
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Baía dos Anjos

VILA DO PORTO Baía

da Praia

Baía

de São Lourenço

Santo Espírito

Santa

Bárbara

São Pedro

Almagreira

Main image: Vineyards

1. Bay of São Lourenço

2. Chapel of Nossa Senhora dos Anjos

3. Plain without vegetation

4. Santa Bárbara (Parish)
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SCENIC LAKES
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PONTA DELGADA
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Água de Pau
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Terra Nostra
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Terceira's port once welcomed galleons

laden with spices from the Orient,

and gold and silver from the Americas

Even today, its historic city streets

transport you back to the 16 and 17

centuries. Out in the country, flat green

fields in a chessboard pattern are dotted

with dairy cows, and white houses nestle

against the blue sky. Terceira's locals

have been welcoming people

to the island for centuries, and enjoy

traditional pastimes like street

bullfighting, “tourada à corda”,

and modern sports such as golf.

With its seamless blend of past

and present, Terceira provides

the backdrop for an exciting

and complete holiday.

th th

ANGRA DO HEROÍSMO,

A WORLD HERITAGE SITE

Built in the 16 century, Angra do

Heroísmo was the first European urban

centre, and has achieved World Heritage

status as a result. Its old streets highlight

the city's fine architectural heritage,

as do its churches, palaces and

museums, together with the fortress

that defended the city and port

from pirates.

Once you've sampled the delights

of Angra do Heroísmo, you should visit

the historic town of Praia da Vitória.

Here you'll find the gothic church

of São Sebastião, built by the first

settlers, and the manor houses, churches

and chapels of São Carlos, Fontinha,

São Brás and Lajes masterpieces

of imperial architecture dedicated

to the cult of the Holy Ghost.

th

–

BEAUTIFUL, UNSPOILT COUNTRYSIDE

Terceira's unspoilt countryside

complements the fine historical

monuments of its towns. The island

boasts green landscapes and mountain

ranges that are great for walks, beyond

which you can glimpse flower-dotted

fields and the blue of the sea and sky.

A walk in the hills will also unearth some

of Terceira's geological wonders,

like the Caldeira de Guilherme Moniz,

a 15 km wide volcanic crater,

and the caves of Algar do Carvão

with its lava stalactites and stalagmites.

You'll also find a challenging golf

course on the island, and two marinas

that give Terceira a cosmopolitan

atmosphere by attracting yachts

crossing the Atlantic. The surrounding

sea offers much for those wanting

an active holiday. Fishing, diving,

surfing, windsurfing and sailing

are the main sports on the island,



Algar

do Carvão

Serra do Cume

Serra de

Santa Bárbara

Serra do Moirão

Main image: Angra do Heroísmo

1. Holy Spirit “Chapel” (Praia da Vitória)

2. Algar do Carvão (Cave)

3. “Sanjoaninas” Festival

4. Landscape of Terceira
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and those who enjoy swimming

can take advantage of Terceira's natural

pools – formed when volcanic lava

met the cold sea.

From May to September, Terceira

is the scene of many colourful traditional

festivals. The Festival of the Holy Ghost,

Festas do Espírito Santo is repeated

in every village, and followed by a large

banquet. While the centrepiece of the

Festival of St. John, Festas Sanjoaninas ,

is a procession of enthusiastic crowds.

Festival season also means good food.

Popular traditional dishes include

“alcatra” – an exotic spicy beef stew

plus black pudding and octopus, whilst

local sweets are varied and delicious.

No meal on Terceira would be complete

without a glass of Biscoitos wine, a local

speciality with its own dedicated

museum.

TERCEIRA, AN ISLAND OF FESTIVALS

” ”,

“ ”

–,



graciosa

Main image: Santa Cruz Village

1. Windmills

2. Caldeira (Cave)

3. Praia Village (São Mateus)
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SANTA CRUZ DA GRACIOSA
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são jorge
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Main image: Coast of São Jorge island

1. Farmer driving an oxen team

2. Fajã da Caldeira de Santo Cristo

3. Fajã do Ouvidor

Ponta dos Rosais

Fajã dos Cubres

Fajã da Caldeira

de Santo Cristo

Fajã dos Vimes

Fajã do Ouvidor

CALHETA

Manadas

Norte Grande

Norte Pequeno

Topo

VELAS

Rosais

Urzelina

Ponta

do Topo

Ribeira Seca

Santo Antão

Santo Amaro
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São Jorge is a green island,

with vegetation covering hills

and valleys that afford amazing views

of Pico and its mountain. Sheer cliffs

plunge into the sea, and its stunning

open landscapes are punctuated

by native birdsong. Often compared

to a huge stone ship anchored

in the blue sea, a holiday on São Jorge

will bring the whole family closer

to nature.

Island walks on São Jorge are not to be

missed. One narrow path winds its way

between pastures and copses to rise

at the top of the Serra do Topo hills,

while another goes down to Fajã

de Santo Cristo, a rocky outcrop with

a small lake next to the sea. You can also

tread a variety of paths still used by

farmers who work the fields or “fajãs”,

AN ISLAND FOR NATURE LOVERS taking dairy cattle to hillsides pastures

of fresh tender grass.

The white-washed villages

of São Jorge are sprinkled across

the unspoilt landscape, along

the waters' edge or high up on the cliffs.

You can occasionally see small dairies

where cows' milk is turned into

the island's famed cheeses, a good

starter for any meal.

To go walking in São Jorge

is to embark on a voyage of discovery.

You'll find beautiful landscapes

and towns that still support traditional

crafts, like woollen bedspreads skilfully

hand-woven on wooden looms.

You'll also discover the tower

of an ancient church buried by volcanic

eruptions, and experience the peace

and tranquillity of a truly unique island.



Pico represents life on a grand scale,

from the mountain that rises from

the sea to form the island, to the epic

struggle between whaling boats

and the powerful sperm whale,

and the efforts of local men to build

houses from black lava, and cultivate

vineyards and fields in volcanic soil.

Pico is its own small world – build

throughout the centuries by whalers,

farmers and fishermen. Your holiday

here will be full of contrasts, from

the barren edges of an old volcano

to vineyards of figs and grapes, from vast

panoramas to cosy villages perched

above the sea.

Dotted along the coast, nestling

between bright green vegetation

BLACK AND WHITE HOUSES SET

AMONG THE TREES

and vineyards, Pico's villages have

a unique character. The houses are built

of blocks of dark lava and everywhere

you'll see flowers in pots and gardens.

Colourful fishing boats adorn the small

harbours, and tiny homes nestle

in the hills facing out to sea.

The villages of Lajes, São Roque

and Madalena are steeped in centuries

of history and art. While in Calheta

de Nesquim, São João, São Mateus,

Ribeirinha and many other boroughs,

you'll find attractive churches and

picturesque streets leading to the sea,

and charming houses backing onto

vineyards.

Until the late 19 century, American

whalers would visit Pico to harpoon

sperm whales and hire local men.

A HISTORY OF WHALING
th

Pico then developed its own whaling

industry using slender, oar-driven

canoes. This struggle between man

and whale often ended in tragedy

for the island's inhabitants.

Today, Pico's whaling tradition

is remembered but not continued.

Two whaling museums outline

its history with delicate carvings made

by seafarers in whalebone and teeth.

Pico now has pride of place among

the world's whale-watching

destinations, and offers specialist

scientific and ecological tours either

one day or several days in duration.

The early inhabitants of Pico broke up

the hard lava covering the earth to build

rock walls, and then planted vine

cuttings in small circles of fertile soil.

WORLD HERITAGE VINEYARDS

pico



Over the centuries, these plantings grew

into the island's vineyards and created

a unique landscape given World

Heritage status by Unesco.

A visit to Pico's vineyards means

entering a labyrinth of black walls

and green vines. You can follow the

furrows cut into the lava by ox-drawn

carts that carried the grapes to wine

cellars by the sea, reliving the history

of an industrious people.

With its scenic coastal paths, gentle

rolling hills and its wide plateau framed

by the peaks of small volcanoes, Pico

is a paradise for nature-lovers. The island

offers mountaineering on the volcanic

cone of Pico, at 2,351m above sea level,

or a descent to the depths of long lava

A MOUNTAIN PERFECT

FOR EXPLORERS

tunnels. You can also go bird watching,

enjoy the indigenous flora, or marvel

at the wide seascapes broken

by the silhouettes of the nearby islands

of Faial, São Jorge and Graciosa.

Modern Pico continues to produce

its famous “verdelho” wine, once served

at the tables of kings and tsars.  A bottle

or two of this traditional wine, from

grapes grown in local volcanic soil,

is the best way to taste the history

and atmosphere of Pico. Traditional

crafts are still practiced too, with skilled

local women producing miniature

canoes and ploughs, whale bone

carvings and fine lace.

TRADITIONAL WINE AND LACE

Lagoas

Pico

Caldeiras



Faial is famed for its marlin fishing,

and is a favourite port of call

for international yacht crews crossing

the Atlantic. The natural landscape

is unspoilt and the undersea volcanic

caves hide shoals of colourful fish.

On Faial, you can enjoy a lively activity

holiday, together with sampling

the delights of Horta, a vibrant city

renowned for its whitewashed houses.

The island provides a colourful backdrop

to your break, with warm green hills

and red picturesque windmills

in the countryside, complemented by

the cosmopolitan excitement of city life.

When you visit Faial, you'll instantly

notice this is an island of two dominant

colours – green and blue. Both are found

in the indigenous flora, from the grass

covered hills to the many shades

of hydrangeas bordering the fields

and blending with the sea and sky.

THE LAND OF GREEN AND BLUE

Main image: Marina of Horta

1. Capelinhos Volcano

2. Horta town seen from the sea

1
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This idyllic picture is completed with

the intense blackness of the volcanic

ash of the barren capelinhos ,

where nothing ever grows.

Faial invites you to walk through

volcanic landscapes, climbing

the dormant crater or caldeira to enjoy

the green moss-covered landscape.

You can also marvel at the constantly

changing aspects of the Pico Mountain

on the nearby island of the same name

a view also enjoyed from Faial's

sun-soaked beaches.

Horta's streets are lined with

whitewashed, well-tended houses,

pretty town squares and colourful

municipal gardens. You'll discover

bell-towers on churches housing art

treasures, museums displaying precious

carvings in whalebone and fig wood,

and the dark walls of the old fortress that

once protected the town against pirates.

“ “

“ “,

THE VIBRANT CITY OF HORTA

THE MOST COLOURFUL MARINA

IN THE WORLD

In Horta Marina, you'll find yachts from

all over the world. Their crews always

stay on for some time, enjoying the

atmosphere of Faial and contributing to

the cosmopolitan feel of the celebrated

Café Peter, long a favourite with visiting

seafarers. Before each crew departs,

tradition denotes they leave a picture

of their yacht on the marina wall, which

has become a patchwork of colour.

Horta Marina is also the starting point

for whale and dolphin watching tours.

These sea mammals are regular visitors,

as they find plenty of food in the waters

around the islands of Faial, Pico

and São Jorge.

Faial offers a range of holiday

sea-sports too, including line-fishing

and deep-sea diving. The high point

of the season is the Maritime Week

in August, when yacht regattas

and whaling-canoe races bring

an contagious celebration to life

in the city.

fa
ia

l
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Caldeira

Flamengos

Vulcão

dos Capelinhos

Castelo Branco

Praia do Norte

Cedros

Salão

Pedro Miguel

Praia

do Almoxarife

Capelo

Feteira
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Flores is synonymous with unspoilt

nature, from its peaks and sheer cliffs

plunging towards the sea and its seven

lakes in the green of the countryside,

to the many waterfalls and flowers that

fill the island with colour.

Flores invites you to walk along

the hydrangea groves that criss-cross

the whole island. There is much to see

and admire on your holiday here,

from the mirror-like surface of lakes

at the bottom of volcanic craters

and the giant basalt prisms of Rocha

dos Bordões, to scenic views of land

and sea, indigenous bird life

HOLIDAY AMONG THE FLOWERS

and diverse flora.

Diving among colourful rock

formations, trout fishing in brooks

and swimming in natural pools formed

by lava are also ways of adding

enjoyment to your holiday.

A visit to the towns of Santa Cruz

and Lajes is also recommended, hamlets

that evolved from 15 century

settlements. You'll find picturesque

villages down in the valleys or high

on the cliffs too, like Fajãzinha

and Fazenda das Lajes.

Whether you like being active

or relaxing, you'll find a holiday in the

stunning natural environment of Flores

will reinvigorate the whole family.

th

Main image: Poço do Bacalhau (natural

swimming pool)

1. Rocha dos Bordões

2. Watermill

3. A “Caldeira” (Lake)

4. Coastal caves

1
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Corvo is a charming crumb of land

in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean.

Its white houses are perched high above

the sea, and its blue lake is found

at the bottom of a deep crater.

Amongst its green landscapes, you'll find

a population that upholds Azorean

traditions. Corvo remains a timeless

island and provides unforgettable

holiday memories.

THE LAND OF ETERNAL PEACE

If you only have a few hours to spend

on Corvo, stroll through its streets

of traditional houses, their windows

framed in bright colours. Visit the 16

century Flemish church, and climb

the mountain of Monte Gordo to gain

a better view of lakes dotted with islets,

and the nearby island of Flores.

To fully discover the culture of the

island, why not stay for a few days

or even a week? The whole family will

th

corvo

24



feel the warmth of local hospitality,

as Corvo's people show you their local

customs and traditions. You might walk

with the miller to the white-sailed

windmill, or watch the farmers and

shepherds as they work on the land.

You could even witness the fishing boats

put out to sea at first light. Whatever you

experience, you will leave feeling you've

taken part in the simple life of a small

community.

c
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Main image: Caldeirão (Crater)

1. Vila Nova do Corvo

2. Farmers working

3. Monte Gordo
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a brief guide to the azores
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CLIMATE

NATURE

FLORA

FAUNA

GEOLOGY

The Azorean climate is temperate all year

round without major variations

in temperature.

Temperatures range between an annual

average minimum of 14º C and a pleasant

24.8º C (August average).

The mean temperature of the sea, which

is tempered by the Gulf Stream, ranges

between 16º C and 22º C all year round.

On all nine islands, there are dozens of natural

reserves, protected landscape areas, parks

and protected forests. These are part of the

Regional Government's programme

to preserve the archipelago's ecosystems.

In recognition of this, the Azores has recently

won a special commendation in the European

Tourism and the Environment Awards.

There are almost 60 endemic plant species

in the Azores, many a throwback to the

laurel-juniper species of the Tertiary period.

This makes the islands a natural botanic

garden of great interest to all plant-lovers.

Local plant species include cedar, scotch

heather, heath, sheepberry and “pau branco”,

plus wild morello cherry, wildberry,

spurge-flax, daphne and “tamujo”.

Other species were introduced from the

beginning of settlement in the 15 century,

either for food and timber or to satisfy the

local people's penchant for colourful flowers.

Azorean birds are one of the main attractions

in the region, particularly the “priôlo” bullfinch

(an endemic species), plus the buzzard,

the blackbird, Cory's shearwater, cliff pigeon

and common and roseate tern.

The seas surrounding the Azores are rich

in hundreds of species of fish and molluscs,

as well as harbouring large whales

and dolphins. The islands are therefore

perfect for divers.

The Azores evolved from volcanic eruptions

over many millennia; and all round the islands

are examples of curious volcanic phenomena.

There are rounded craters or “caldeiras”, often

filled with lakes, plus caves and deep tunnels

formed by the eruptions. Ancient black lava

covers many surfaces on the islands, ranging

th

from shiny obsidian to soft and porous lava,

sometimes bubbling with steam from hot

springs.

Many of the islands' churches bear witness

to the first period of settlement. The 16 and

17 centuries were times of intensive building

in the Azores, and left us interesting examples

of popular, military and religious art,

particularly in the baroque style.

The character of buildings was often adapted

to suit the raw materials available, as well

as reflecting the islands' distance from

the cultural centres of Europe.

The 16 century town of Angra

do Heroísmo (on the island of Terceira),

was the first urban centre built in the Atlantic.

Today, its well-preserved churches, palaces

and fortress have earned it Unesco World

Heritage status.

Unesco has also recognized the cultural

landscape of vineyards on the island of Pico,

which are situated on old lava-covered fields.

Over the centuries, this rocky land has been

transformed into wine producing soil

protected by a vast network of stone walls.

The museums of art and ethnography,

together with the popular architecture

of each island are also valuable parts of the

region's cultural heritage. They provide

us with ways of discovering Azorean history

and the life of its people throughout the

centuries.

Each of the nine islands of the Azores

has its own charm and its own distinctive

landscapes. They also have a number

of things in common – lush green

countryside and colourful flowers, volcanic

phenomena such as crater lakes at the

bottom of “caldeiras”, plus mysterious caves,

rock clefts and tunnels and, in the case

of Pico island, a majestic mountain.

To visit the Azores is to enter a landscape

unspoilt by human interference, a stunning

environment that brings you closer to nature.

The Azores has a firm place in the

international table of convention

destinations. São Miguel and Terceira offer

modern convention centres with capacity

for up to 850 participants, allied to 3 and 4

star hotels and specialized events organizers.

CULTURAL HERITAGE

LANDSCAPE

CONVENTIONS AND SEMINARS

th

th
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Other islands offer facilities for seminars

and conventions set within the special natural

environment of the Azores.

Lovers of activity holidays will find the Azores

to be an exceptional natural playground,

complemented by the full provision

of equipment and services required for their

favourite sports.

Golf courses, tennis courts, horse-riding,

cycling, scooters and all-terrain vehicle rides,

plus mountaineering, walking, potholing

and paragliding all contribute to an exciting

stay in the Azores.

The sea is crucial to life and sport in the

Azores. Yachts from all over the world stop

over in the marinas of Faial, São Miguel

and Terceira, in order to visit the other islands

or during an Atlantic crossing. If you want

to explore the islands from the sea, you can

take a boat-tour or hire a motor or sailboat,

with or without a crew. Diving, line-fishing,

surfing and windsurfing are also on offer.

The people of the Azores are deeply religious

and their faith is expressed in popular

festivals that observe age-old traditions.

The most important of these is the Holy Ghost

Festival, Festas do Espírito Santo .

It originated in the Middle Ages

and is celebrated on each of the nine islands

(May to September), where it represents

the highlight of the local social calendar.

The year's popular festivals kick off with

Mardi Gras, Carnaval on the islands

of Graciosa and Terceira, while the main

religious event, the Festival of Christ

the Miracle Worker, Festas do Senhor Cristo

dos Milagres’ , takes place on the 5 Sunday

after Easter on São Miguel island.

In June, St. John's Festival, Festas

Sanjoaninas’ , takes place in Angra

do Heroísmo on Terceira island, and includes

a procession recalling ancient farming

traditions.

July sees the Cultural Festival, mana

Cultural das Velas , on São Jorge island,

the Emigrants' Festival, Festa do Emigrante

on Flores island, and the St. Mary Magdalene

Festival, Festas de Santa Maria Madalena

on Pico island.

August is the liveliest month. First, there

ACTIVITY HOLIDAYS

POPULAR FESTIVALS

(For more information on activity holidays,

see “Activity tourism in the Azores” below).

“ “

“ “,

“

“

“

“

“Se

“

“ “

“ “

th

is the August Pier Festival, Cais de Agosto

in São Roque on Pico island, then Festas

da Praia da Vitória on Terceira island.

This is followed by the Week of the Sea,

Semana do Mar in Horta on Faial island,

the August Tide Festival, Festival Maré

de Agosto on Santa Maria island, and lastly

Whalers Week, Semana dos Baleeiros ,

featuring colourful whaling-canoe races

in Horta, Faial island and Lajes on Pico island.

Food lovers will appreciate the varied

traditional cuisine of the Azores. For example,

if you like your fish straight out of the sea,

then these islands will make the perfect

holiday. Main courses and sweet puddings

come in many varieties, and fine cheeses are

locally produced, particularly on São Jorge

island. Home-grown fruit includes pineapple

and tropical passion-fruit, while perfumed tea

is grown on the island of São Miguel.

When it comes to complementing your

meal with a drink, be sure to try the local red

and white wines, plus the firewater

“aguardente” from Graciosa island, Biscoitos

from Terceira island and of course the

“verdelho” wine from Pico.

The craftsmen and women of the Azores work

with local materials to keep ancestral

traditions alive. Their work ranges from

colourful pottery to delicate embroidery and

lace, whalebone carvings and fragile flowers

made from fish-scales. Local people also make

carvings from soft fig and hydrangea wood

and weave blankets on manual looms.

You'll find miniatures of whaling-canoes

and musical instruments carved in black

basalt too.

Tourists in the Azores have a wide choice

of accommodation to suit their preferences.

There are more than 70 comfortable hotels

on the islands, with the exception of Corvo,

where you'll find a luxury guesthouse.

You can also stay in more than

60 farmhouses, where tourists are welcomed

into family homes.

There are regular flights between the Azorean

islands of Faial, Pico, Santa Maria, São Miguel

and Terceira, and between continental

“ “,

“

“

“ “,

“

“,

“ “

GASTRONOMY

TRADITIONAL CRAFTS

FACILITIES FOR TOURISTS

FLIGHTS

Portugal and Madeira (from São Miguel

island). Flights between the nine islands

are provided by SATA  Air Açores.

There are also flights between São Miguel

island and a number of European countries,

such as Germany, Denmark, Spain, Finland,

Norway, United Kingdom, Sweden

and Switzerland, plus Canada and the United

States in North America.

All the islands are connected by boat, though

services are more frequent between the five

islands of the central group.

On every island, Corvo excepted, there

are regular road transport services and taxis.

You can rent a self-drive car on any of the

eight main islands, while there are regular car

tours of the smallest island Corvo.

When planning a holiday in the Azores it's

best to pack mostly light clothes, with one

or two warmer items for cooler evenings.

This should be all you need at any time

of the year. We also recommend a raincoat,

particularly between October and April,

when showers are more frequent

but normally followed by hours of sunshine.

SEA LINKS

ROAD TRANSPORT

CLOTHING
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HUNTING

BOATING

GOLF

HORSE RIDING

YACHTING

DIVING AND UNDERWATER EXPLORATION

WHALE AND DOLPHIN WATCHING

Early settlers first introduced rabbits to the

islands, and their abundance today means

they can be freely hunted all year round,

on Flores, Pico, São Jorge and Terceira islands.

A permit is required to hunt rock pigeon,

snipe, woodcock and quail.

Motorboats and sailboats can be hired

with or without a crew, or you can take

an organized boat tour. Either way, sailing

through the archipelago is hugely enjoyable

and an excellent way to discover the nine

different islands.

The islands' year-round temperate climate,

and their green links with colourful flowers,

all contribute to the Azores being a perfect

golfing destination. The key courses are

on the islands of São Miguel and Terceira.

You'll find horse riding stables on the islands

of Faial, São Miguel and Terceira, from where

you can set off on an enjoyable ride amongst

colourful flowers and green landscapes.

The Azores is a key destination for

international yachting. The marinas of Horta,

on Faial island, Ponta Delgada and Vila Franca

do Campo, on São Miguel island, and Angra

do Heroísmo and Praia da Vitória, on Terceira

island, all guarantee yacht crews the required

technical support facilities.

All the islands also have harbours that are

properly equipped for archipelago cruises.

The islands of Faial, Pico, Santa Maria

and São Miguel all provide facilities for diving,

including support from qualified

and experienced professional divers.

Diving off the Azores enables you to witness

spectacular underwater volcanic formations,

plus the regions' colourful marine life.

Sperm whales, whales and dolphins have

been coming to the Azores for millennia,

attracted by the sea's plentiful supply of fish.

You can watch these marine mammals

by taking a guided boat tour lasting a few

hours. For those with specialist interest,

you can also join a trip lasting several days,

which includes scientific and ecological

information.

The Azores are perfect for fishing due to the

abundance and variety of fish species, some

of which are rare or non-existent in European

seas.

The islands have provided the location

for both world and European record breaking

catches, and deep sea fishing boats leave

from the marinas in Horta and Ponta Delgada.

Fishing from the rocks on the coast can also

be very satisfying.

Fresh water trout fishing is on offer too,

in the lakes and brooks of Flores

and São Miguel.

The beautiful Azorean landscape is there

to be discovered, and all the islands provide

the vehicles necessary for all terrain

exploration, from scooters to four wheel

drives.

Walkers can follow a network of marked paths

across the islands to fully appreciate

the stunning natural beauty of the Azores.

The unspoilt environment offers everything

from forests and lakes to stunning volcanic

geology and perfect beaches. Bird watching

walks can also be immensely rewarding.

The Azores has fifteen endemic animal

species, including the rare local bullfinch,

priôlo , plus dozens of endemic plant species

that grow alongside those imported from

other continents. Exploring the islands

on foot also enables you to observe the

different phases in the development of lava

fields.

Specialist outdoor companies can provide

you with all the equipment necessary to make

the most of these activities.

Surfers have been riding the waves off the

Azores for more than 40 years, particularly in

the months of August to April.  All the islands

except Flores and Corvo now have

internationally famous surfing destinations.

The Azores also offers ideal conditions

For related sports such as windsurfing.

FISHING

ISLAND TRANSPORT

WALKING AND BIRD WATCHING

SURFING AND WINDSURFING

“ “

PARAGLIDING

VOLCANOLOGY

For those who enjoy an adrenaline rush whilst

on holiday, the mountainous cliffs of the

Azorean islands provide perfect conditions

for paragliding.

The Azorean archipelago lies at the meeting

points of the European, American and African

tectonic plates. The islands were formed

as a result of volcanic activity, and provide

an important study area for those interested

in volcanology and potholing.

The lakes at the bottom of the volcanic

craters, or “caldeiras”, are one of the seminal

tourist images of the Azores, but for

volcanologists there's much more

to investigate. As well as the

islands offer caves, unique rock formations,

hot springs, “escoadas lávicas” (lava-shrouded

surfaces known as mysteries or “mistérios”)

and the evidence of the recent eruption

of the Capelinhos volcano, which created

an island later connected with Faial.

For potholers, the descent to the bottom

of steep ravines and the exploration of deep

caves and rock tunnels offer an exciting

opportunity. From stalagmites and stalactites,

to volcanic columns and cornices,

there is much to be discovered. Local guides

are available to assist in your expedition.

“caldeiras”,
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Find out more about Portugal by checking

this website:

AZORES REGIONAL DIRECTORATE

FOR TOURISM  (DRTA)

AZORES TOURISM ASSOCIATION

Convention and Visitors' Bureau

www.visitazores.org

DRTA local delegations / tourist offices

In the Azores and continental Portugal

delegation

Tourist office:

irport

T F

E

Largo Almirante Dunn

9500-292 Ponta Delgada

296 288 082 / 84 296 288 083

turismoacores@mail.telepac.pt

São Miguel

Av. Infante D. Henrique

9500-150 Ponta Delgada

296 285 743 / 152 296 282 211

info.turismo@drt.raa.pt

João Paulo II A

9500-749 Ponta Delgada

296 284 569

T F

E

T F

E

T

www.visitportugal.com

Furnas

R. Dr. Frederico Moniz Pereira

9675 055 Furnas

/ 296 584 525

Terceira d

Rua Direita, 70 / 74

9700-066 Angra do Heroísmo

295 213 393 295 212 922

turter@mail.telepac.pt

9760-251 Praia da Vitória

295 513 140 295 543 015

Faial t :

Rua Vasco da Gama

9900-117 Horta

292 292 237 292 292 006

Santa Maria t :

9580 Vila do Porto

296 886 355 296 882 449

Pico t

Rua Conselheiro Terra Pinheiro

9950-329 Madalena

292 623 524

turismopico@hotmail.com

-

elegation

Tourist office:

Lajes Civilian Airport

ourist office

ourist office

Santa Maria Airport

Apartado 560

ourist office:

/

T F

T F

E

T F

T F

T F

T F

E

São Jorge tourist office:

Flores tourist office:

Graciosa tourist office:

Lisbon delegation

Palácio Foz tourist office:

Porto tourist office:

Rua Conselheiro Dr. José Pereira, 1 r/c

9800-530 Velas

295 412 440 295 412 491

Rua Dr. Armas da Silveira

9970-331 Santa Cruz das Flores

292 592 369 292 592 846

Rua Castilho, 7

9980-360 Santa Cruz da Graciosa

295 712 509 295 732 446

Av. da República, 9 - 6º

1050-185 Lisboa

213 173 164 213 152 462

acorescristina@sapo.pt

Praça dos Restauradores

1250-187 Lisboa

213 477 766 213 468 772

Rua do Bonfim, 163

4300-069 Porto

225 108 652 225 194 059

T F

T F

T F

T F

E

T F

T F

TOURIST SUPPORT IN PORTUGAL

Tourist information (contact center)

808 781 212

info@visitportugal.com

T

E

AUSTRALIA

Suite 201, 234 George Street

SIDNEY NSW 2000

00-61-2-9241 2710

00-61-2-9241 2269

ricardo.riskalla@icep.pt

CANADA

60 Bloor Street West, Suite 1005

TORONTO, ONTARIO M4W 3B8

00-1-416-921 73 76

00-1-416-921 13 53

icep.toronto@icep.pt

IRELAND

54, Dawson Street

DUBLIN 2

180 094 31 31

+351 218 505 789

info@visitportugal.com

T

F

E

T

F

E

T

F

E

SOUTH AFRICA

5th. Floor, Mercantile Lisbon House,

142 West St.

SANDOWN 2196

JOHANNESBURG

00-27-11-302 04 04

00-27-11-784 35 86

icepjhb@icep.pt

UNITED KINGDOM

Portuguese Embassy

11 Belgrave Square

LONDON SW1X 8PP

0845 355 12 12

info@visitportugal.com

USA

590 Fifth Avenue, 4th. Floor

NEW YORK NY 10036-4702

00-1-646-723 02 00

00-1-212-764 61 37

tourism@portugal.org
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F +351 218 505 789

Portuguese Tourist Offices in English speaking countries:




